YOU ARE INVITED

The NGAP Webinar series spans over 3 days (Oct 7, 14, 21) of mini-conference (2 hrs each day) where latest topics on Digital Applications, Operational Challenges and Drilling are presented by colleagues from the Geothermal industry in the Philippines and New Zealand.

Learn how supervised machine learning helps in well output estimation, advances in online scale dissolution reduces injection wells downtime, and drilling benchmarking and technologies reduce drilling costs.

WEBINAR DETAILS
Time: 1:30pm – 3:30pm (GMT+8)
Register until Friday, 2 October

WEBINAR DETAILS
Time: 1:30pm – 3:30pm (GMT+8)
Register until Friday, 9 October

WEBINAR DETAILS
Time: 1:30pm – 3:00pm (GMT+8)
Register until Friday, 16 October

WEBINAR DETAILS
Time: 1:30pm – 3:30pm (GMT+8)
Register until Friday, 23 October

Questions?
Get in touch.

NGAP - Edwin Alcober
alcober.eh@energy.com.ph

NZTE Manila - Maricon Lim
Maricon.Popanes-Lim@nzte.govt.nz